These details are meant to be used as a starting point only. Modify as needed.

1. Taper front face as gradually as possible, while maintaining 6" minimum thickness of blockout at the end of the existing parapet. 2'-7" maximum taper length.
2. Holes may be shifted 12" closer to the end (8" instead of 20") to avoid attaching a rail post to the top of backwall. All other dimensions and reinforcement remain the same.

Longitudinal R bars shall extend 2'-7" minimum into new end post.

Detach unused border reference file before PDF request.

**Notes:**

- Work this sheet with Sheet No. ___.
- For details of resin anchors, see Sheet No. ___.
- Resin anchors shall be shifted or bent in field to clear one-inch diameter holes by at least 1/2 inch.

**Curb Blockout at End Bents**

**Left End Post at End Bent No. 1**

**Left End Post at End Bent No. 2**

**Part Elevation Showing End Post Concrete Removal**

Cost of removing existing end posts will be considered completely covered by the contract unit price for Curb Blockout.